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The Sentencing Code

Law Commission’s statutory duty


“to take and keep under review all the law with
which they are respectively concerned with a view
to its systematic development and reform,
including in particular the codification of such
law, the elimination of anomalies, the repeal of
obsolete and unnecessary enactments, the
reduction of the number of separate enactments
and generally the simplification and modernisation
of the law…”
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Some topics to debate


Is the concept of “scope” for a bill capable of ready determination? By whom
should that decision be made? On what criteria?



Are consolidations undervalued? What could be done to promote them?



Could more be done to make drafting conventions more transparent?



Could the Special Public Bill Committee Procedure be used to enact preconsolidation clauses prepared to pave the way for a Law Commission
consolidation?



How can “Codes” be maintained consistent with Parliamentary sovereignty?
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1. Identifying the problems
Sentencing legislation is


Complex



Technical



Obscure



Induces error



Generates appeals



Increases costs



May appear incoherent



Impedes clear development of the law



Erodes public confidence
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The current state of sentencing law


Error:
 Robert

Banks study - of 262 cases in the CACD 96
involved unlawful sentences (36%)

 In

addition there are:

Errors

not appealed

Errors

not noticed

Errors

corrected under the slip rule
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The current state of sentencing law


Delay:
 Judges

and advocates spend more time preparing
that necessary due to complexity

 Average

time from the charging of an offence to final
disposal in the Crown Court is 245 days

 Increased

number of appeals and slip rule hearings
imposes significant financial burden
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Systemic Problems


Repeated amendment



Frequent amendment




“hell is a fair description of the problem of statutory interpretation caused
by these transitional provisions.” Lord Phillips – Noone (2010)

Lack of focus on users’ needs


The litigant, the citizen, the trader, the businessman or whoever it may be must
have the capacity to understand that legislation. The advantage of the Law
Commission approach is to ensure that the legislation has that degree of clarity
because we have the time and the resource to devote beyond the policy to the form
in which the legislation appears.
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Impact ?


Sentencing is of such importance that the impact is huge on


The need for public confidence



The need for efficiency



The requirement of clarity, accessibility and certainty
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2012 - Twelfth Programme

“… the Law Commission’s project to codify
sentencing law is a valuable and long-overdue
stepping stone in the process of the
rationalisation and clarification of the criminal
law.”


Lord Thomas of Cwmgiedd, Lord Chief Justice
of England and Wales
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Codification – some basic principles


Accessibility – limited sources, minimum ambiguity.



Comprehensibility – to be understood by ordinary
citizens.



Consistency – avoid inconsistency of terminology and
substance..



Certainty – ensure the law’s declaratory function is
fulfilled.
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3. Scope








Sentencing Procedure; not sentences


Not altering maxima or minimum



No alteration to prison population

Comprehensive


Crown Court and Magistrates



Youth courts?



Appeal Courts?

Courts only?


Sentencing hearing or



Any sentencing provision affecting the penalty and its impact
on the offender – release?

Conviction only?


Disposals applicable in other cases eg unfit to plead/acquittal??
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Scope


All the primary legislation that a judge conducting a
sentencing exercise would need to perform the
function properly.



Includes provisions imposing a duty on court and
providing a discretionary power



Excluded
 RTA
 Confiscation
 Release

and administration of sentence

 Appeals
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Consultation responses


The CPS distributed the consultation to their in-house Crown Court
Advocates, who began using the summary of the law as a key source in
Crown Court proceedings.



The Bar Council commented that “A positive aspect of this phase of
the consultation is that it has thrown up examples of the unnecessary
proliferation of legislation in a particular field – for example that of
forfeiture.”



Ministry of Justice policy officials told us that they had begun using
the document to advise ministers more effectively – the current law
being so inaccessible that they often found it very difficult to
ascertain the effect of potential reform.
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The value of consolidation


“consolidation….is a rather important function of Parliament, but
it is not a particularly attractive one. I served on the
Consolidation Committee for some time. I remember that it is a
committee of both Houses. We had the greatest difficulty in
securing a quorum for the committee to proceed—and not
because of the absence of Members of the House of Lords.


Lord Keen of Elie debates on Courts and Tribunals (Judiciary and Functions of Staff)
Bill 20/6/18



Why so undervalued?



Why might it be being misunderstood?



What can it offer?



What does the Sentencing Consolidation offer…?

Benefits of consolidation
(1) Limited Parliamentary time
 Expedited

process

 Scrutiny

provided by an expert Joint Committee

 Requires

a small number of clauses pre enacted

 Ideally
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suited to large bills

 Avoids

hijacking of a bill which is uncontroversial despite
dealing with “controversial” subject matter

 But
 More
 No

limited scope for policy change

codification of common law
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The benefits of consolidation
(2) Correcting error
Section 83 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000
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The benefits of consolidation
(3) Restructuring


A code will
“increase the impact of the Sentencing Council’s work
by allowing judges to focus on the key issue: the correct
sentence to be imposed in each case based on the
Council’s definitive guidelines. Judges would no longer
be distracted by the exercise of navigating the current
myriad and overlapping sources of sentencing
provisions.“


Lord Justice Treacy, Chair of the Sentencing Council
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The benefits of consolidation
(4) accessibility/usability


Single source of law



Gender neutral language



Comprehensive within each provision where appropriate



Recognition of digital use?
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Signposting


As comprehensive as possible for sentencing courts’ needs



Ideally would sweep every relevant provision into the Code



But





Cannot allow the Code to destroy or render unhelpful an
existing regime elsewhere



Have to recognise resourcing and length



Respecting convention against “non operative” clauses ?

Eg:


Animals, mental health, confiscation etc.



Relevant behaviour orders such as Football Banning Order



Bind over



NOT common law
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Cross referential drafting
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The benefits of consolidation
(5) Streamlining

33

Before the Sentencing Code
Situation

Power of magistrates’
court

Power of the Crown Court

Failure to comply

Powers as if just
convicted

Powers original sentencing
court had

Application

Powers as if just
convicted

Powers original sentencing
court had

Conviction for new
offence

Powers original
sentencing court had

Powers original sentencing
court had

Failure to express
willingness to
comply

Powers original
sentencing court had

Powers original sentencing
court had
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Streamlining
After the Sentencing Code
Situation

Power of magistrates’
court

Power of the Crown Court

Failure to comply

Powers as if just
convicted

Powers of original
sentencing court if just
convicted

Application

Powers as if just
convicted

Powers of original
sentencing court if just
convicted

Conviction for new
offence

Powers as if just
convicted

Powers of original
sentencing court if just
convicted

Failure to express
willingness to
comply

Powers as if just
convicted

Powers of original
sentencing court if just
convicted
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The Consultation and Draft Bill
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The problem


Layers of sentencing produced by frequent heavy
amendment



Un-commenced provisions



Different methods used to bring provisions into force –
insertion, textual substitution, deeming…



Partial commencement



No consistency as to the trigger event used in
commencement – commission, conviction, bail, charge..



Parallel sentencing regimes that may need to be applied
in any case – especially historic cases



How can we break that cycle and start afresh?
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The solution - the clean sweep


All offenders convicted after the Sentencing Code’s
commencement will be sentenced under it irrespective
of the date of the commission of the offence



Remove the need to make reference to historic
sentencing legislation by applying the modern law to all
cases, except for a few limited exceptions necessary to
protect offender’s human rights
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The exceptions to the clean sweep


Where applying the modern law would:
 result

in an offender receiving a greater penalty than
they could have received at the time of the offence;
or

 make

an offender subject to a minimum sentence or
“recidivist premium” that did not apply at the time
of their offence.

40
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The effect of the clean sweep


The clean sweep acts so that:
(1) sentencing law that has been commenced
prospectively only, is commenced for all cases; and
(2) sentencing law that has been repealed, but saved for
old cases, is completely repealed.
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Drafting the clean sweep

43



Identify whether provision to be consolidated



Identify date from which it applied/repealed – “the transition
date”.



Identify what the transitional provision for that provision uses
as the trigger event (commission; conviction etc)



Consider applying the clean sweep by treating the date of the
provision “the transition date” as occurring before the “trigger
event”



Assess whether applying the clean sweep would breach article 7
or impose new minimum sentence



If so, create exception and specify in the Code clause the date
from which that provision applied and on what trigger event or
repeal for all cases
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How the clean sweep is achieved
A

universal change made pre-consolidation
to all consolidated provisions

 Operates

where the applicability of a
provision depends on whether a “trigger
event” occurred before or after the
“transition time”
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How the clean sweep is achieved
 “trigger

event” – means the commission of
the offence or any event related to the
commission of the offence

 “transition

time” – means the time at
which the commencement, repeal or
amendment of the provision occurred
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How the clean sweep is achieved
 The

clean sweep acts so that in all cases,
the “transition time” (the change in the law)
is deemed to have occurred before the
“trigger event” (the commission of the
offence etc)
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The impact of the clean sweep
Before the clean sweep
Offence Committed

1 January
2005

1 January
2009

1 January
2013

1 January
2017

Duty to follow the
Guidelines

N

N

Y

Y

Community order
available

N

Y

Y

Y

Duty to impose
punitive requirement

N

N

N

Y

Rehabilitation Activity
Requirement
available

N

N

N

Y

Curfew requirement
max 16 hours

N

N

Y

Y
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The impact of the clean sweep
After the clean sweep
Offence Committed

1 January
2005

1 January
2009

1 January
2013

1 January
2017

Duty to follow the
Guidelines

Y

Y

Y

Y

Community order
available

Y

Y

Y

Y

Duty to impose
punitive requirement

Y

Y

Y

Y

Rehabilitation Activity
Requirement
available

Y

Y

Y

Y

Curfew requirement
max 16 hours

Y

Y

Y

Y
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Where the clean sweep does not apply


Relevant commencement information will be drafted
into the provision
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Implementing


Step 1.
 Enact

a handful of technical clauses to pave the way
for consolidation
 Pre

consolidation amendments

 The

clean sweep

 Uncontroversial



and technical

Step 2
 Consolidation

bill introduced in Committee
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Pre Consolidation Amendments


In the PCA Bill



Core clauses are:


(1) Schedule 2 contains pre-consolidation amendments of sentencing legislation.



(2) The Secretary of State may by regulations make such further amendments of
sentencing legislation as in the Secretary of State’s opinion facilitate, or are
otherwise desirable in connection with, the consolidation of the whole or a
substantial part of the Acts relating to sentencing (with or without other
sentencing legislation).



An appendix to the CP invited comment on these



Also provides Secretary of State with power to make further amends by
affirmative resolution procedure where that would be valuable to streamline
the law
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Implementing pre-consolidation clauses


Govt Bill with sentencing in scope?



Special Public Bill Procedure available to the Law
Commission
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Ministerial support


David Gauke – Lord Chancellor’s response to the
consultation on the draft Bill:
I

am grateful to the Commission for undertaking this
project, the amount of time and resource you have
given to it, and the close working with my Department.
We welcome this important project and I am also
aware of the widespread support the consolidation and
codification has among the senior judiciary and legal
practitioners.
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Accessibility


Complements Sentencing Council



Recognises the move to digital use in court



Hosted on legislation.gov.uk



Impacts


Decluttering the body of the Bill –
 use

of schedules for some technical details (eg enforcement of
community orders)





Length – does it matter in a digital world?



Functionality of digital presentation

Could we do more?


Flow charts in the Act?



More tabular presentation?
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Leg.gov.uk link
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The Future of the Code


Respecting Parliament’s autonomy and sovereignty to
enact any sentencing change



Facilitating change more readily and transparently



Assisting policy officials who need to identify the
impact of change and advise with confidence

The Challenges
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Creating a culture where every change to sentencing law
is made by amendment to the Code



New provisions that are enacted and not implemented
should not feature on the main body of the Code until
brought into force.



When subsequent Acts amend the Code the provisions
should, by the time they are in force and inserted into the
Code, state on their face their commencement date.
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10.Conclusions

– lessons learned or more
questions to ask?
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Some topics to debate


Is the concept of “scope” for a bill capable of ready determination? By whom
should that decision be made? On what criteria?



Are consolidations undervalued? What could be done to promote them?



Could more be done to make drafting conventions more transparent?



Could the Special Public Bill Committee Procedure be used to enact preconsolidation clauses prepared to pave the way for a Law Commission
consolidation?



How can “Codes” be maintained consistent with Parliamentary sovereignty?
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Lord Gerald Gardiner, “The Role of the Lord
Chancellor in the Field of Law Reform” (1971) 87
L.Q.R. 326.


“I still hope to see my ideal statute. It will be a codification of
the statute law in one field (which will already have been
consolidated) and the existing case law. It will be written in
ordinary simple words and will be accompanied by a
commentary explaining what are the things which it is intended
to achieve … It will of course by then be axiomatic that you
never have another Act on the subject at the same time. You
simply amend the code.”
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